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by  L  x
 
 L and impose antiperi-
odic boundary conditions ( L) =  (L). The usual

























For reasons that will become clear below we dene the






































































n; n = 1=2; 3=2; : : :1. The annihilation

































































The conjugate momentum 

is not equal to a time
derivative of the scalar eld in the LF theory. It is a








































). Quantization of the model can be formu-
lated more rigorously by the Dirac-Bergmann method.
Consider now a unitary operator















It translates the eld (x
 
) by a constant b as can be
shown using Eq.(8). In the conventional space-like quan-
tization the conjugate momentum is a dynamical quan-
tity and the volume integration projects out just its zero-







gets (L) ( L) = 0 for periodic boundary conditions.
Hence U (b) is a trivial unit operator. For antiperiodic
boundary conditions, we obtain however
U (b) = e
 8ib(L)
(10)
and using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor (BCH) formula




















Thus, the antiperiodic scalar eld can be shifted by a
constant without violating its antiperiodicity. The reason




): it is equal
to 1 for all x
 
in the box except for the endpoints where





for simplicity keeping in mind its real structure.
We may use U (b) to generate a family of shifted vac-
uum states jbi = U (b)j0i, where j0i is the Fock vacuum,
a
n
j0i = 0: Can one of these states be a better candidate
for the true physical vacuum ? To determine this, let us

















































. The LF energy density is













j0i = 0: (13)
The VEV of the scalar eld in this state coincides with












Inserting the eld expansion (5) into the denition of
U (b), we get a coherent state representing the true vac-




















The relation (12) can be equivalently considered as a
transformed P
 
































has a correct sign of the term quadratic in  and thus
describes a massive scalar eld with mass equal to
p
2.
However, it has lost the symmetry of the original Hamil-
tonian under (x) !  (x) { this symmetry has been
spontaneously broken by choosing jvi as the vacuum
state. Actually, the theory also has the second ground
3state. This can be shown by considering a unitary oper-
ator that implements the original discrete symmetry,






































The operator V () generates the second vacuum:
V ()jvi = j   vi; (19)
as can be shown using the BCH formula exp(A) exp(B) =
exp(e

B) exp(A), valid if [A;B] = B ( = a real param-
eter.) We easily get h vj(x
 
)j   vi =  v.
Notice that the coherent states (15) are L-independent
and also correctly normalized, hvjvi = 1. Further,
h vjvi  exp[  ln], where  is the maximal allowed
mode n, and thus vanishes for !1. This means that,
in contrast to the space-like theory, the two vacua are or-
thogonal even in the nite volume as long as the number
of degrees of freedom is innite.
We also have to check if the VEV of the LF momentum
is minimal in jvi. With the naive denition of P
+
(i.e.,

















The rst term is the usual innite piece, equal to
h0jP
+
j0i, and is conventionally subtracted by normal-
ordering of P
+











  L) which is singular
just at the endpoints x
 
= L. The innite constant in
the VEV of P
+
is thus a contribution of these points and
can be removed by the denition (4) rendering VEV of
the normal-ordered operator P
+
equal to zero.
Our formulation of SSB in the two-dimensional scalar
model can be used as a basis for studying a phase tran-
sition to an unbroken phase by means of Hamiltonian
matrix diagonalization [19, 20] (the DLCQ method). We




will be important for a description of the
phase transition which should occur if one varies the cou-
pling constant keeping the mass parameter xed [16, 17].
As the next step, one can consider a two-dimensional
theory of a self-interacting complex scalar eld. The cor-
responding Hamiltonian has a continuous symmetry in-
stead of the discrete one. The full treatment requires
a discussion of the LF version of the Coleman theorem
which prohibits SSB in one space dimension [4]. Since
this topic will be discussed separately [21], here we will
study the O(2) symmetric sigma model in (2+1) dimen-




































. Scalar elds are taken
antiperiodic in both x
 
and the transverse coordinate x
?
.
In terms of two real scalar elds introduced by (x) =














































is invariant under O(2) rotations
(x)! (x) cos  (x) sin;
(x)! (x) sin+ (x) cos: (23)


























































































) with n; n
?
= 1=2; 3=2; : : :1.









The  eld operators satisfy the commutation relation














































































. In principle, both (x) and (x)





(b). As is usual, we will consider shifts only in the 


































By minimization of hbjP
 
jbi, where jbi = U

(b)j0i, we

















































4The rotations (23) are implemented by the unitary oper-












(); (x)! V ()(x)V
y
(); (31)





















The operators V () extend the \primary" vacuum jvi to
the innite family jv;i = V ()jvi. Explicitly, we get
































In spite of the presence of the box length L
?
in the coher-
ent state (29), the orthogonality h; vj
0




in the limit of innite number of longitudinal modes n.
We can interpret the relation for hvjP
 
jvi as dening











by an irrelevant constant to satisfy h0jP
 
v
j0i = 0) that








































Obviously, (x) corresponds to a massive eld because
its mass term has a correct sign while the mass term is
missing for (x) which became a Goldstone boson eld.
In the usual proof of the Goldstone theorem [2], one
inserts a complete set of eigenstates of four-momentum
operator into the VEV of the commutator [Q; (x)] =





jvi = hvj(0)jvi = v (35)
and then invokes translational invariance to show a sin-
gularity in the spectral function for p
2
= 0 [2, 22]. This
is not directly possible in our treatment because the vac-








jvi = 1. We can however prove the
presence of a massless state in the spectrum by a straight-
forward Fock space calculation of the expectation value














































(k)j0i = 0: (36)
Thus, jGi is indeed a massless Goldstone boson state.
Details of the calculation including the explicit form of
the Hamiltonian (34) in Fock representation will be given
in a separate publication [21] where we will discuss the
O(3)-symmetric sigma model in four dimensions.
To summarize, in this work a novel strategy to the SSB
phenomenon in scalar LF eld theories has been formu-
lated. The approach is based on quantization in a nite
volume and on a unitary transformation of the Fock LF
vacuum to the true vacuum with lower value of the LF
energy. This physical vacuum state is a representative
of the family of degenerate ground states which have a
form of boson coherent states. The known properties
of a spontaneously broken theory including the massless
Goldstone boson have been derived in the Fock represen-
tation. We believe that the present quantum picture of
spontaneous symmetry breaking in light front eld theory
adds a further evidence that there is no conict between
the \triviality" of the kinematically dened LF vacuum
and rich nonperturbative physics of quantum eld theory.
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